
Generation Z: 
BORN FROM LATE 1990s 
TO EARLY 2010s

Source: This infographic was adapted from a presentation given by Shelley Balanko, Ph.D., senior vice president,  
Hartman Group during the SupplySide West 2018 workshop “Generational Marketing to the Health-Conscious Masses.”

Recommendations for brands:
• Meet Gen Z where they are and in a transparent way
 Practical, highly aware, and politically engaged at a young age, Gen Z are  
 going to get things done, and social media will be their tool. Gen Z are on  
 Snapchat, YouTube, Twitch, Netflix and Instagram, but not on Facebook. 

• Further Gen Z’s exploration of food and cooking through  
 food infotainment
 Be quick, entertaining, mobile-friendly, multi-platform, highly visual,  
 video-based, with tools and recipes relevant to their life stage. 

• Connect with Gen Z in the categories and occasions  
 they’re shopping for
 Gen Z believe in moderation and treating themselves. They will save space  

 for their favorite indulgent treats, especially breakfast/brunch, iconic brand  

 experiences and baked treats. On the other hand, teens will favor  

 nutrient-dense snacks, since they rely on these to get through the day. 

• For health and wellness, do as they say, not as they do
 Gen Z have all the tools they need to be sophisticated wellness consumers,  

 when they want to. 

• Understanding what drives Gen Z to shop in-store or online  
 will be key
 Gen Z may not even miss the aspects of in-person shopping that their parents  

 claim to enjoy. They’ll likely favor in-person shopping when they want a  

 touch-and-feel experience, while online may be more for everyday necessities.

10.3 years old: average age a  
child gets their first smartphone 

+22 percent: increase in the number  
of children able to access the internet  
via their own laptop or tablet
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Health + Wellness According to Gen Z
Despite their youth, Gen Z have a sophisticated definition of health  
and wellness that goes beyond diet and exercise to include mental  
and social components

Incorporate:

 Eat whole, nutrient-dense foods

 Eat the rainbow 

 Get enough protein

 Incorporate healthy fats

 Organic is better

 Read the label

 Get regular exercise 

 Take time for self-care

 Everything in moderation

Avoid

 Chemicals

 Sugar

Gen Z are voracious snackers
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Gen Z represents close to  
a quarter of the U.S. population,  
but the generation’s age limits and size  
have yet to be fully defined.
Source: Knoema, May 7, 2018. US Population by Age and Generation.
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Source: TechCrunch, May 19, 2016. “The average age for a child getting their first smartphone is now 10.3 years.” Jay Donovan.

42% in 2012 to  

64% in 2016

59% of Gen Z 
say they can’t get 
through the day 
without a snack
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